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     Centro de Estudios Técnicos Gante 
 

GUÍA PARA EXAMEN SEMESTRAL (1er semestre ciclo escolar 15-16) 

English / Business Communication I Bachillerato 

Nombre: 

 
 
Dear students: 
 
This is a guide to help you study for your test and to give you the chance to ask your teacher in 
case you have any questions regarding the topics included in it. It is important that you study all 
your notes, texts and exercises answered in the book during this part of the course. Thank you. 
 
 
GRAMMAR 
 
I Present Simple and Present Continuous. Underline the best alternative. 

1.- It never gets / is never getting dark in the summer at the North Pole. 
2.- Who owns / is owning that fantastic sports car outside your house? 
3.- Dou you meet / Are you meeting your girlfriend later? 
4.- I always wear / am always wearing glasses for reading. 
 
 
II Complete the text with the following verbs. Use Past Simple or Past Continuous. 
 

*speak      *want       *die     *stand      *make      *ask 

The next day, Van Helsing, Jack Seward, Arthur and I 1_________ our plans.  
Mina was 2___________ there, too. She was very pale, but she 3__________ to help us.  
We knew that we had to kill Dracula before Mina 4__________. 
“If we don’t” Van Helsing said, “Mina will die and will be a vampire forever. I have been  
back to the Count’s house this morning, and the last coffin has gone. We must find it.  
Count Dracula will be in it during the day. If we can find him before dark, we can kill him.” 
“But, where is it now?” I 5__________ wildly. 
Of course, we did now know the answer. But then Mina spoke. “I feel that I am half vampire already, and 
sometimes strange thoughts come into my head. I think that these thoughts are Count Dracula’s. Just now, 
when you were 6_________, I thought that I could hear the sound of a ship moving through water.” 
 
 
III Present Perfect Simple. Complete the sentences. Use the verbs and the words in brackets. 

1.- Is your American friend still coming to see you in the summer? 
I don’t know. I _____________ from him _______________. (not hear / lately) 
 

2.- Nathan! Come and have your dinner! It’s on the table. 
But mum! I ______________my homework ______________. (not finish / yet) 
 

3.- Is the teacher here yet? 
Yes, he ______________________. (arrive / just) 
 

4.- When did you and your family move to Mexico? 
When I was five. We ___________________ here _____ fifteen years. (live / for) 
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IV  Rewrite the sentences using the negative form of the Present Perfect:  

Remember: haven’t / hasn’t + verb in past participle + for / since 

 
1.- It’s been ages since I last heard from Katherine.  
___________________________________________ (for) 
2.- It’s been a long time since it rained. 
___________________________________________ (for) 
3.- It’s been a couple months since I last went swimming. 
_______________________________________________ (since + a month) 
4.- It’s been four weeks since I last saw Roberto. 
____________________________________________ (for) 
5.- It’s been years since I last weighed myself. 
____________________________________________ (for) 
 
 
V Present Perfect Simple vs. Present Perfect Continuous. 

Complete the sentences with the Present Perfect Simple or the Present Perfect Continuous of 
the verbs in brackets.  
 

Examples:  -Mark has had a driving licence since he was 17 years old. (have) 
  -I’m tired! I have been studying for 4 hours today. (study) 
 
Pay attention! In some cases both forms are correct. 
 

1. You’re still here! How long ________ you ___________________ to see the doctor? (wait) 

2. You _______________________ that crossword puzzle for ages! Haven’t you finished it yet? (do) 

3. It ________________________ all day. The garden is flooded! (rain) 

4. Paul and Anne _______________ each other since they were at primary school together. (know) 

5. I ________________________ the same brand of shampoo for 20 years. (buy) 

 
VI Past Perfect Simple and Past Perfect Continuous. Choose the correct tense. 

Examples:  -Jim and Sue didn’t stand in line at the theatre because they had already bought the 
tickets. (already/buy)   
-I didn’t water the garden this morning because it had been raining all night. (rain) 

 
Pay attention! In some cases both forms are correct. 

1. Johnny went to the doctor because he _____________________ (feel) sick all week. 
2. My friends finally got to the beach after they ______________________ (drive) for hours. 
3. His English was perfect. He _________________________ (study) it since he was a small kid. 
4. I was really hungry. I _____________________ (not eat) anything all day. 
5. Patrick and Annie _________________________ (not travel) together before they got married. 
6. They _________________ (save) money for many years when they bought an apartment. 

7. When Hilary Swank was only 37 years old, she __________________ (already/win) two Oscars. 
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VII  Future forms.  

A reporter ( R ) from the Oxford Mail is interviewing Giuseppe ( G ), the owner of La Bella 
Italia, a successful restaurant, about his plans for the future. Underline the best alternative in 
every sentence. 

R: Why do you think your restaurant is so successful, Giuseppe? 

G: Because we serve authentic Italian dishes at great prices. 

R: What about the future?  Are you going to open / Are you opening any more restaurants? 

G: Definitely. In fact, I’ll see / I’m going to see a place tomorrow. 

R: The décor is very attractive.  Are you keeping / Will you keep it the same in the new 
restaurant? 

G: Yes, I think so. If the décor is the same, people will know / are going to know they’re eating in 
one of my restaurants. 

R: Are you continuing / Are you going to continue to employ teenagers to serve in the 
restaurants? 

G: Yes, of course. They’re full of energy and they don’t mind working late. 

R: Do you think you are ever going back / you will ever go back to Italy? 

G: I will probably stay here until I retire. Then, I’ll buy / I’ll be buying a villa in Tuscany. 

 
VIII  Verbs. Complete the following board. 
 

INFINITIVE PAST PAST PARTICIPLE 
run   

 gave  
fall   

  forgiven 
 knew  
  eaten 
  written 
 bought  

forget   
speak   
take   

 drove  
 became  
  been 
  told 
 grew  

fall   
come   
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IX Choose the correct answer: must, have to, need, mustn’t, don’t have to, needn’t.  
 

1. What happened to the chocolate cake that was left over from the party? 
A:         The maid had to throw it away. 
B:         Someone must have thrown it away. 
 
2. Can we take a video camera to the gallery? 
A:         Yes, but we have to leave your bags at the front desk. 
B:         Yes, but we must have left your bags at the front desk. 
 
3. We must remember to take the map when we go to visit Philip. We always get lost. 
A:         No, we mustn’t. I bought a GPS for the car last week. 
B:         No, we don’t need to. I bought a GPS for the car last week. 
 
4. I wonder how that terrible accident happened. 
A:        The driver must have been drunk. 
B:        The driver had to be drunk. 
 
5. Did you ever buy the book I told you about? 
A:         I didn’t need to because Sarah gave it to me for my birthday. 
B:         I needn’t have because Sarah gave it to me for my birthday. 

 
X Fill in the blanks: can, can’t, could, couldn’t. 
 

1. I __________ swim when I was three years old, but I __________ now. 
2. __________ you drive? No, I __________. But my father __________.  
3. I __________ play the piano when I was at school, but now I ___________ play a note. 
4. ___________ you pass me the sugar, please? 
5. I don’t understand this exercise, __________ you help me? 

 
XI Write the correct form under the signs: must or mustn’t.  

 

                                                                  
    
 1. _________________ 2.  ______________        3.  ____________           4. _____________ 

 
XII Complete the following sentences properly using the options below. (FUTURE (2) 

1.  The UN is __________________________________ to those territories. 
2. Let’s go Pete! The program is just _________________________________. 
3. Universities are _________________________________ in September. 
4. We are ____________________________ without permission.   
5. Many species are __________________________ becoming extinct. 
 

about to start  / due to start classes  / about to send help 

on the point of  / about to / not to leave the building 
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 
 
I Match each definition choosing one word from the box. 

1.- A group of people working together:________________ 
2.- Someone who is paid to work for a company:_________________ 
3.- Someone who organizes part of a business:___________________ 
4.- All the people who work for a company:_____________________ 
5.- The person responsible for running the company:__________________ 
6.- Someone who speaks for a group of people:_____________________ 
 
 
II Match each of the definitions with one of these options:  
 
A) An action      B) The agenda        C)The chair / Chairman   D) A decision      E) A formal meeting 
 

F) A Participant     G) A proposal H) An informal meeting I) The minutes       J) Conference Call 

1.- The person in charge of a meeting. (     ) 
2.- Something that one or more people must do after the meeting. (     ) 
3.- Something that the people at a meeting agree on, after considering several possibilities.  (     ) 
4.- The written record of the discussion at a meeting. (     ) 
5.- A discussion, usually between a small number of people, with nobody in charge and no agenda. (     ) 
6.- A list of topics that should be discussed at a meeting. (     ) 
7.- Anyone taking part in a meeting. (     ) 
8.- A discussion between a number of people with somebody in charge and an agenda. (     ) 
9.- Common applications are client meetings, and communication to employees who work in different 
locations. (     ) 
10.- A suggestion, to be discussed and either accepted or rejected at a meeting.   (     ) 
 
III Fill in the blanks with these verbs: introduce, allow, reply, solve, think, make, answer, send. 
 
1 To _______________ to an email.  5 To _______________ about something. 
2 To _______________ an email.  6 To _______________ a message. 
3 To _______________ a new subject. 7 To _______________ a problem. 
4 To _______________ a suggestion.  8 To _______________ users to access a computer. 
 
lV Choose the best verb (say, talk, hear, listen, see, look, speak, tell, discuss) to complete these 

sentences, using the correct form. In some cases, there is more than one possibility. 
 

1 I don’t understand what you are __________ about. 
2 I need to __________ at some papers before the meeting. 
3 The new receptionist doesn’t __________ very clearly on the phone. 
4 We need to __________ this problem with the principal. 
 
V  Complete each sentence with one of these words: attachment, back up, document, memo. 
 
1 It can be difficult to read a computer __________ for a long period. 
2 A large document is often sent as an __________ in an email. 
3 You should __________ your files every now and then. 
4 These days, information is often sent to staff in an email instead of a __________. 
 
VI Give advice to someone about how to givle a presentation. (approx. 50 words) 

CEO       
employee       
manager      

representative    
team      

workforce 


